
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a senior associate director. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior associate director

Design annual gift programs and goals targeted at increasing unrestricted
support for a school or unit
Manage a team including an Assistant Director of Young Alumni, an Assistant
Director of Student & Young Alumni Development (Senior Class Gift), and a
Partnership Program Coordinator
Develop strategies, provides guidance and is accountable for ensuring that
scale-down/scale-up and characterization of Upstream Manufacturing
processes at BIFI are done in a robust, scientific manner leading to
predictable process performance and a well characterized process
Provides guidance and is accountable for determining the root causes of
process related deviations in the Upstream area in a timely and conclusive
manner
Participates in training and development opportunities in order to gain an
understanding of standards of practice, process science and departmental
policies
Provides guidance and is accountable for rapidly producing accurate Initial
Facility Fit assessments for the Upstream portion of the GMP Manufacturing
facilities and communicates this information in a clear and concise manner to
internal and external customers while showcasing BIFI and BI's strengths and
capabilities to external customers
Proactively identifies and initiates executes process and procedural changes
to improve business process performance, Upstream manufacturing process
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Identifies and drives continuous improvement in innovation and technology
and contributes to a stronger IP position for BI
Initiates cross functional collaborations to align and recommend facility
expansions/modifications to meet business needs
The responsibilities cover, for example, collaborate with the CPPL/TMM in
developing the TLM Plan, clinical development plan and core project
elements, prepare the project clin PK/PD analysis strategy and supervise the
analyses on project level

Qualifications for senior associate director

Understanding of software engineering principles modern internet and
database technologies
University degree in Human Resources, social sciences or business studies
preferred, otherwise other degree and evidence of further professional HR
training/qualifications
Experienced HR Business Partner for your client groups, providing modern
strategic and operational HR leadership support to leaders and their
employees within a complex matrix international environment that has HR
colleagues and business employees in more than one country
Specific expertise in talent management/development and leadership
capability/team effectiveness alongside a strong HR generalist career
Demonstrated success working across countries and cultures and effectuating
change within a high-performing organization
A strong project / program manager with a courageous, innovative and
pragmatic approach, used to developing and leading complex change
programs that deliver successful high-quality outcomes


